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INTRODUCING THE COLORS 

WE HAVE 9 INCREDIBLE COLORS! COLORS ARE LISTED FROM LIGHTEST TO 

DARKEST! 

1. Ash Blonde: This color is great for those dirty blonde clients as well as 

those trying to embrace or hide the grays! 

2.Light Blonde: This color is best for light haired clients that don’t want a lot 

of color but still want more depth to their brows! 

3. Light Chestnut Brown: This color is a delicate brown with subtle red 

undertones. Great for those strawberry blonde clients! 

4. Light Brown: A true, light brown. A universal shade for subtle, luminosity 

and enhanced definition. 

5. Chestnut Brown: This color is a warmer brown with a red undertone. 

Perfect for clients with lighter yet warm tones.  

6.Reddish Brown: Our most asked for tone! This color is perfect for those true 

red headed clients who are not afraid of some depth to their eyebrows.  

7. Medium Brown: This is a versatile color that is best suited for those looking 

for a more neutral brown color.  

8. Dark Brown: This is our darkest brown color. Great for those looking for a 

rich, deep, brown color.  

9. Black: This color is a great additive to any of our warmer colors to 

neutralize as well as adding depth. This color can be used on lashes as well! 

 

BB BROW SCRUB: DO NOT SKIP THIS STEP!!! 

A common reason why a lot of stains don’t stick or are splotchy is due to dead 

skin cells on the eyebrow area. 

Scrubbing the eyebrow with our BB Brow Scrub ensures you have a smooth,  

oil free surface to start your application.  

BB HYBRID DEVELOPER:  

Our Hybrid Stain developer is specially formulated to be mixed with our 

Hybrid stains in order to receive that skin stain! This developer will ensure 

longevity of the stain and has added ingredients, such as coconut oil and 

panthenol.  

To ensure you get the best results possible, we highly recommend using the 

hybrid developer! 

 



HOW TO USE; 

Push the product into the skin!  

Our hybrid stain is most beneficial if pushed into the skin with a coarse, dense 

brush.  

Brush denser hair types upward to ensure the stain will adhere to the skin 

beneath the hairs, creating an even application throughout the entire brow.  

COLOR SATURATION:  

The color needs time to set.  

Once you remove the color, you may feel it is not dark enough.  

GIVE IT TIME! The colors will continue to develop over the next 3-5 hours! 

PROCEDURE 1.  

1.Use our Brow & Lash Cleanser on a cotton pad to remove any makeup from 

the brow area.  

2. Apply our Brow Scrub to the brow and use the Brow Scrub Brush to 

exfoliate the brow area. Ensure you leave the skin smooth and remove any 

dry skin. Wipe clean with a dry cotton pad.  

3. Once again, use the Brow & Lash Cleanser on a cotton pad to fully remove 

any excess brow scrub and debris. Leave the area clean, dry and free of all 

oils, as this will act as a barrier.  

4. Map out the brows using the Brow Mapping Pen.  

5. Using the Tint Mixing Dish, mix the HYBRID Liquid Brow Stain with the 

HYBRID Developer.  

For the best results use a drop ratio of 4:2 Stain to Developer.  

PREPARATION IS KEY!  

Apply the tint cleanly and precisely using the Precision Artistry Brushes.  

These brushes have been specially designed with a sleek, thin tip to enable 

you to apply your tint with pinpoint accuracy.  

Ensure any excess product out of the desired shape is removed immediately, 

as it will start to stain the skin, ensure the tint has an even coverage and isn’t 

patchy.  

TINTING THE BROWS  

Timings will vary depending on the look you wish to create.  

The timing can be between 1 and 7 minutes.  

The longer the timing, the more intense the color.  

For instance, for an ombre look, you may use 5-7 minutes on the tails and 1-2 minutes on the head. 



REMOVEL; 

1.Remove the excess tint from the brow using a dry cotton bud, then go over the brow with a small 

amount of Brow & Lash Cleanser on a cotton pad to ensure full removal.  

2. If any excess tint has stained outside on the guidelines, use the Tint Remover on a cotton bud to 

clean the skin and remove the unwanted tint.  

FINISHING; 

1. Use After Wax Oil (Sensitive) on the skin around the brow, ensuring no oil touches the stain, as this 

will affect the longevity of the results.  

2. Use the Concealer Wheel along with the Precision Artistry Brushes to create a clean concealer line 

under the brow 

AFTERCARE; 

1. Avoid using any self-tanning products on the face 2-3 days prior and post service.  

2. Avoid using exfoliators around the brow area for the duration of the treatment.  

3. Avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight, use of sunbeds, saunas, steam rooms, and swimming 

pools for 24 hours.  

4. Ensure the client doesn’t touch or get the brows wet for the first 24 hours after treatment. 

Preparation is key to ensure that the skin grabs the stain to receive longer-lasting results.  

For clients who are known to have oily skin, the results won’t last as long and will differ between 

clients.  

The color needs time to set.  

Once you remove the color, you may feel it is not dark enough.  

GIVE IT TIME!  

The colors will continue to develop over the next 3-5 hours 

GOODLUCK TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL BROWS! 


